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Abstract
We analyse a state-of-the-art method w.r.t. common degradation types in historical manuscripts using images
from the virtual manuscript library of Switzerland. Furthermore, we show that, by optimising a key parameter,
we can enhance the performance of the method and significantly outperform the winner method of the
Historical-WI competition. Finally, we demonstrate the practicality of our implementation through intuitively
comprehensible results for direct by scholars from the humanities.
Motivation
So far, no thorough analysis is available in the literature concerning the impact of the degradation typically
found in the digitized manuscripts on classification . Furthermore, the currently proposed methods are beyond
the reach of the scholars from the humanities; either because of the impracticality of the method itself in realworld applications, or because of the lack of an easy-to-use implementation.

Analysis w.r.t. Degradation
In order to measure the robustness and stability of the method proposed in [1], we analysed it w.r.t. two
of the typical degradation types in digital manuscripts, namely resolution and contrast. This selection is
based on the prevalence in historical manuscripts and their direct influence on parameter selection of
the implemented software tool.
Contrast
MCT = Maximum Contrast Threshold
r = decimation factor

Resolution

Contributions
• A thorough analysis of a state-of-the-art method w.r.t. two common degradation in historical manuscripts
• Parameter optimisation for enhancing the performance of the method on historical manuscripts
• A practical implementation of the method with an easy-to-use user interface and intuitive results presentation
State-of-the-Art Classifier:
Normalised Local NBNN Classifier [1]
It is a classifier for offline, textindependent, and segmentation-free
writer identification based on the
Local Naïve Bayes Nearest-Neighbour
(Local NBNN) classifier [2], which is
reformulated mathematically as follows:

Using FAST Keypoints

Using FAST Keypoints

Using SIFT Keypoints

Using SIFT Keypoints

This method takes into consideration the particularity of handwriting patterns
by adding a constraint to prevent the matching of irrelevant keypoints:
Furthermore, a normalization factor is used to cope with the problem of
scarce and unbalanced data:
The method has been evaluated on several public contemporary datasets of different writing systems and
state-of-the-art results are shown to be improved [1].
Data Used in the Analysis
100 pages from the ”Stiftsbibliothek” library of St. Gall collection [3] were selected for our analysis : 10 scribes,
10 pages per scribe. Sample images are shown below:

Experimental Results on WI-Historical
ICDAR2017 Dataset [7] and a Comparison
with Best Results in the Competition:

Software Tool Implementation
Our Handwriting Analysis Tool v2.0 (HAT-2) [4] has been made available as open source for analysing
handwritings of known scribes and ranking them according to their similarity to unknown handwritings.
A quantitative similarity score is computed for each style (scribe) in order to afford the user a relative
though rank-based comparison between the styles w.r.t. a given unknown handwriting.

Analysing FAST [5] Keypoints Threshold
FAST keypoints were detected with different values of PCK
(Percentage of Considered Keypoints). The first column contains
part of an image from ICFHR-2016 dataset [6], while the second
column contains part of a representative image from St. Gall
dataset [3].
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